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The Idea

u

Prologue 1 — Background on our Family Melodrama Notes

It started with a bucksaw. Just a blue steel saw blade on an “H” shaped

whittled wood frame, tensioned by bailing wire. During my early barefoot
boyhood on the Clackamas River every homestead in old Oregon had one
of these contraptions hanging on the front porch along with a ‘triangle
dinner bell’, a few rusty traps, and a horseshoe tacked over the door, upright, to retain a family’s good luck.
Every boy also knew too well what a bucksaw was used for. I remember. Yet, reminiscing one evening to my children around the dinner table
of our hobby-horse Marin County, California ‘ranchero’, I forgot what this
superb, muscle propelled wood cutter was called.
Sawbuck! That was the word still in my mind. As an ‘absent-minded
professor’ type, I could explain to my ‘little professor’ son, “Just like a sawbuck pack saddle, only larger, and used to support a log while you wailed
away doing your chores with the previously described, but momentarily
unnamed predecessor of the chain saw.”
Chain saws and packsaddles he understood, experienced the previous
summer in wilderness Montana where my sidekick and I had learned how
to throw a diamond hitch. The whole family seemed to have a knack for
reading a ‘how to’ book, followed up with learning by doing, and this was
no exception.
In a junk store in Livingston, next door to the only honky-tonk I have
ever experienced with swinging doors as oft seen in ‘B’ Westerns, just across
from the Murray Hotel where Tex Ritter had taken his horse on an elevator
ride, I had found a wonderfully Western wordy Joe Back’s Horses Hitches
And Rocky Trails with his humoristic hand drawn illustrations, that ended
with the advice of, “When you reach the end of your rope, well just tie a
knot in the end of it, and hang on.” ...
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u

Preparation

u

Prologue 2

Now that we had sort of an idea of how wide a chasm it was to leap between

dreaming and doing, even with silver dollars and horse cents taken care
of, the really important questions became how-to, and more importantly
where-to?
Figuring this out in a very serendipitous ‘Murray-Gump’ unstructured
time line of life I have developed the silly philosophy that I can do anything I really want, if I really want it badly enough, and have the persistence to continue learning on past the “you can’t do that,” and “who do
you think you are,” people with a higher degree than my walking across a
stage to be awarded an eighth grade diploma, by creatively handling real
life problems.
All I could explain to my “should be on welfare” children who had illegally at the time been pulled out of their grade school classes, to become
saddle tramps, was: “When the trail is blocked you can go around to the left,
or the right, or over, or under, or turn around and just plain give up.”
The as it happened, case in point, advantage here was my being able to
read a topographic map. Where thin lines represent ups and downs in 100
feet intervals in altitude. Bernice, trusting me, and by chance, up and down,
found herself, as a sixteen year-old mother, in “London, England,Briton”.
I was a U.S. Air Force photogrammetric mapping specialist; a spy from
the sky. Shortly after joining, at seventeen, and still in basic training, I bypassed a months long photo school by taking the graduation test, I had
ended up in Omaha in a photo-intellegence unit working with a one step
above top secret clearance directly for Strategic Air Commander General
LeMay at his hidden “war room” .
Curtis had been branded an ‘International war criminal’ for fire bombing Tokyo, and for dropping the A-bomb. Consequently I felt the...
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u ournal Entries 1 u
Hauser Creek Canyon to Customs House

J

Hunkering down by a low burning mesquite wood campfire that eve-

ning, I took a slow drag of cold, strong, boiled coffee, and feeling to the tips
of my boots the old-time trail boss, the Indian guide, the cavalry scout, I
gave it to my family straight — “Here’s the way it is. Tomorrow we are getting up at the first light of dawn, throw a diamond or two, and head north.”
“For sure” was the answer I got back from five faces dancing in the
flickering light?
“Yup,” I said, looking at each one of them hard, but “I want you to understand one important fact. I figure we’ve used up all our good luck. On
the other hand, we don’t deserve any more bad luck. So, from here on,
we’re traveling on plain old dumb luck.”
That’s as good a way as any for a father who had never finished dreaming his childhood fantasies to begin a saga of an otherwise very ordinary
American family about to embark on a very unusual vacation. How did
that next morning begin?
Today I almost hate to write about our beginning, as looking back on
the first few days it almost seems unprepared impossible that ..... Well,
imagine the opening scene of an Italian/Western film epic. The unusual
theme music of a drum played with chopsticks, accompanied by a twang
of a musical saw, and the hum of comb and tissue paper harmonica, fills
the air.
Dawn breaks, and two hours later, the miscast hero sticks his head out
of a tent to find his faithful horses making a raid on the reserve oat supplies. Quick as thunder he jumps out of his sleeping bag, shouting, both to
awaken his sleeping family, and to frighten the horses away.
Close-up of a frightened girl looking out of her tent, saying, “Dad?”
Flash pan to horses raising their heads out of burlap grain sacks, chewing contentedly.
Return to societally conscious girl, “Dad!” ....
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Journal Entries 2
Campo to Los Pinos

u

“See,” I told my crew the next morning after arising at dawn (actually
it was 7:30 A.M.), packing fairly efficiently (Esther fed us breakfast so it
hadn’t been necessary to unpack our pots and pans), and making tracks in
the right direction, “all of our difficulties are behind us now.” Oh, I knew
we had a few adjustments to make, minor problems that would require a
little attention—nothing we couldn’t handle.
Our 1930’s printed YMCA trail guide, that took four years for regional
relay teams to complete, recommended, “Proceed 42 miles, in four days
total, to Pine Valley alongside roadway”. It is dangerous riding horseback
along a narrow berm of a busy paved highway, and twelve times more impossible when leading a pack string. Whenever a car pulled past with a
friendly honk, we had a small rodeo.
I thought we had the answer to this situation. A number of locals had
recommended following a power line access road that paralleled the blacktop. Unfortunately this didn’t work too well as we ran into locked gates,
dead-ends, and detours that led right back to the highway.
A-hah, I had another plan. Number 36B. Before leaving, I spent $4.25
making a long distance phone booth call to the Forest Service to verify an
alternative way through. The ranger had recommended a “long cut,” that
was an interesting bit of trail, and had a few excellent camping sites.
What he failed to mention was a cattle guard made of rolling pipe, with
locked by-pass gate. At this stage of our expedition we did not carry a fence
tool. We had to unpack what was to become our second most needed trail
maker, a shovel. By filling in part of the pit, the horses crossed on solid
ground. Once done, how were we to get the dirt out? So, we left, more or
less, the gate open.
I had planned for an easy first day of ten miles. After 16 of detouring,
we still had three to go to the recommended camping area when the fireball of an orange sun began to set behind strange desert mountains....
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u ournal Entries 3 u
Somewhere south of Descanso. to Cuyamaca Peak

J

There were a few unthought of problems the next day, as most days.

Our desert raised horses had never seen running water, so whenever we
came to a rivulet gouging a way across granite and sand, they would try
and leap across rather than get a footsie wet. Since the distance usually
wasn’t far, James let Traveller have his way. When we arrived at our first
deep water crossing, Traveller, of course, jumped. Away they flew to land
in the deepest hole in the middle of the creek.
We also encountered our first, of what we came to call, cliff hangers.
A trail etched on the side of a steep canyon wall where a slip would have
meant disaster. Later on I wouldn’t have considered this stretch of trail as
‘mildly dangerous’. Then, it had my full attention. It took nerve to reach
forward to extract a camera from one of the two holsters I had designed to
hang on the saddle horn. But, I wasn’t brave enough to swivel in the saddle
to photograph the most dramatic views, as it seemed a shift of balance
would have thrown Charlie and me over the edge, to the rocks below.
After descending, we were surprised that our feelings were very much
like those of a skier that had just tested a steep slope: a ballerina who had
completed a complicated movement. We were to find that the thrill of a
real life cliff hanger, successfully traveled, would become minor highlights
on our trip.
Excitement, plus the enchantment of finding a nearly perfect camping
ground. A good stand of grass near a creek that tumbled over a granite wall
in an unusual waterfall. The force of the water had scooped out little whirlpool bathtubs. Since we seemed to be the only people on Earth, Bernice
and I went downstream to bathe in the natural. The boys spent their time
upstream letting the water take them down smooth slides that ended up
dropping into a deep pool. The horses were contented now that they had
the idea that heading north was fun, as long as the end of the day brought
a new meadow...
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u ournal Entries 8 u
Willow Springs, Antelope Valley, to Tehachapi

J

How right Bernice was. The Mojave was no laughing matter. It was dry.

In fact, it was everything we had expected. No sand dunes, date palms,
dancing harem girls, here. Just miles and miles of miles, and miles of rock
and scrub,
The only visual excitement were Joshua trees growing to 20 feet tall,
covered with sharp toothed leaves. A curious plant, it is ironically related
to the lily. It was well named by early Mormon pioneers for a Biblical lieutenant of Moses who supposedly, with arms held high made the sun stand
still in the sky to allow time for a battle to be won. These “trees” define the
Mojave in California and parts of Nevada, just as the Swajoro indicates the
Sonaran Desert in Arizona.
These trees, even in forests gave little shade, or relief from the heat,
which was unbearable. In the desert, “unbearable” and “impossible,” took
on new meanings. Thus far we always had a choice of alternatives, even
if one was undesirable, the other, dangerous. In a sinister land where a
savage sun stood still, we just had to endure. Time was measured by slow
hoofbeats. Every foot forward meant that a mile had been reduced from
5,640 feet to 5,639. It was that intense of a struggle.
Yet, there is a fascination in experiencing a desert that creates a love/
hate relationship with the land. Perhaps being ‘touched’ by the sun could
be a reason. An example, of course, is the old prospector and faithful burro,
searching for a valid reason to leave the hell that is his home, while secretly
hoping that day will never come .
There have been a number of beautifully done books that describe a
desert from the point of view of a hawk riding a thermal updraft. Big, bold,
brazen. And then, there are adventure writers that exploit the harshness
almost to the point of exaggeration. However dramatic the words, or striking the photographs, they cannot explain the significance of what a desert
really is unless you have mingled your tracks with those of horned toads...
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Journal Entries 11 u
Granite Stairway to Yosemite

That horizon of high enchantment was visible through Mammoth

Pass by the time we reached the popular resort communities located in
the Mammoth Lakes Basin. There was no place to camp for the night, nor
did we want to share one of the many lakes here with car campers, for if
we pushed it, we could camp somewhere along the John Muir Trail we had
missed too much of, that evening.
At a small resort store, while waiting for Bernice buying ice cream, we
met our first dis-believer. A little old lady (abbreviated LOL in San Francisco, which is where this one was from) was compelled to ask where we
had come from. When told, she stated, “I don’t believe you.” This was just
a whisper of what was to come, but at this time I hugely appreciated her
open skepticism, as it made us feel that we had indeed traveled many miles
from the Mexican border.
We followed a rental stables private trail, then another popular dirt
“freeway trail” with a multitude of day hikers puffing along. It seemed possible that we might be crowded out of meadows by hordes of fellow explorers, or turned back by a deep snow pack, so this time I wasn’t promising
that our problems would all disappear once back into the mountains. In
fact I counseled, “Wait until we hit the Oregon border before letting out a
cheer.”
I was wrong. Crossing the broad 9,000 foot east-west pass brought us
into a perfect wilderness. What a delight to be away from all signs of man
improving nature. What a shame that we couldn’t have traveled The John
Muir Trail instead of force marching up the Owens Valley, for what we
did follow to a meadow camp in the crater of a cinder cone was exactly as
portrayed in the many Sierra Club publications that sang the praises of the
first recreational wilderness trail system established in the country.
What made it even better was that we didn’t have to share. ...
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Journal Entries 14 u
Poker Flat to Green Island Lake

Beyond the Yuba Gap, we were supposed to follow another section of

the Pacific Crest Trail, designated by Clinton Clarke’s Crest Trail Conference in the late 1930’s as the Lava Crest. Our one and only printed trail
guide fantasized that this was the dividing line between the north end of
the Sierra, and the beginning of the volcanics of the Cascade Mountains.
As we could look north to a white granite pinnacle called Sierra Buttes,
this bit of information was difficult to believe. Then the guide went on to
list our first destination as an “A” tree.
Of course, none of the locals had ever heard of the Lava Crest, or the
PCT, and when I asked in Sierra City where the “A” tree was located, they
wanted to know what the punch line of my joke was. A call to the U.S.
Forest Service brought the same response. I quickly hung up before being arrested for making an obscene phone call. Or worse, they might have
started another search and rescue.
So we simply, now that we were full of confidence and experience, headed north. We knew that in enough days following our own noses in this
general direction, we would fall, stumble, splash, into the Feather River.
Lacking a main trail, we followed unmarked, and unmapped, stock
driveways connecting meadow to meadow, logging roads, and the most
exciting of all, tracks leading to mining prospects. Some of the abandoned
camps we came across were old diggings, but even then there usually was
the remains of a water ditch, a path, or blazed trees leading on to that proverbial pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. In effect, we were now part
and parcel of the gold rush.
I don’t know how the argonauts that led the way so many years ago
fared, but for us this gold seeker’s trail led to rich ‘finds.’ Our first, was to
discover that miners were, and are, pretty friendly people. Maybe I should
qualify this a bit as I could talk their jargon. But, no where else on this trip
did we see a sign on a cabin that said, “You’re welcome to use this roof ...
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Journal Entries 14 u
On the Trail Again to Logan Lake

Hunkering down by a low burning “squaw wood” campfire, I took a

slow drag of hot newfangled freeze-dried coffee, and wondered out loud,
“Well, how long is it going to take us to pack up and get moving this morning?”
No matter how loud I had screamed last year, or how fast I had moved
to set the pace, we had never been able to break the pattern of an hour
and a half for breakfast and breaking down tents, and another hour and a
half of saddling and packing the horses. Three hours total, which cut a big
chunk out of a day. Now that I had lost James, my off-side packer, Barry Jr.
literally was going to have to learn the ropes .
“Up,” I signaled, and my little son, who was only thirteen, lifted his 80
pound pannier up to the saddle forks faster than I did mine.
“Manty,” and he had it in place before I could bend down to pick-up the
lash rope.
“Catch,” and he had the loop on his side snugged by the time I had the
diamond twisted, ready for the loose end again.
“Five minutes!” I exclaimed, and stepped around the horse to take another look at this little pug nose punk who had stolen my name. What I
saw, standing proud 6’ 2”, was a man, not a boy. We were going to do just
fine.
Bernadette and Colette had grown too. So much so that flexing their
arms to lift a saddle into place, it was noticeable. Both admonished me
for mentioning something as unladylike as muscles. On the other hand,
neither appreciated any suggestion of help when it came time to climb up
on their horse. This contradiction was a sure sign they were growing into
Alaskan skookum womanhood.
Bernice somehow looked the same. I decided this was on account of
her hat being the only one that had survived the rigors of last season...
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Journal Entries 16 u

Lake of the Woods to Diamond Lake

What is the significance of crossing a line on a road map from one

color, to another? As gold to green. Between some countries it could be
barbed wire and armed guards marking a dividing line of freedom and
slavery, life or death. Traveling from state to state it often is only a 6 cent
difference in the price of a gallon of gasoline.
For us, crossing into Oregon was many things. Both Bernice and I, as
native daughter and son, were coming home. I hope I don’t sound too
chauvinistic (oh, how I used to love that word before macho female liberationists stole it from the dictionary) in writing that Oregon is much more
than a state of mind.
Although noted for tall trees and majestic mountains, it is the relationship of the people with their land that makes this state worthwhile talking
about. Because of a cult of the outdoors, sports as hiking, skiing, white
water river running, have been popular pastimes long before becoming
‘discovered’ in other parts of the country. This ‘oneness’ with a wilderness
wonderland has often been described as being, “Oregonized.”
Because of this, even though the number one industry was logging,
there also is an attitude of conservation. Oregon has led the way in environmental legislation. It’s bottle bill and Willamette River clean-up are
but two outstanding examples. It is this respect for the land that accounts
for the fact that Portland, Oregon’s largest city, time and again has been
selected as one of the most livable metropolitan areas in the United States.
The only reason two million Oregonians haven’t acquired a reputation
for braggadocio more blatant than that of a single Texan, is that most webfoots want to keep everything about this hidden land a secret. In fact their
apologies for rain, remoteness, rudeness, have contrarily become a form
of pretentiousness. Governor Tom McCall made national headlines with a
statement that new industry, new residents, or visitors were not welcome.
There is a James G. Blaine Society dedicated to protecting Oregon from...
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Journal Entries 18u
Mt. Jefferson to Mt. Hood

What do I find so interesting about place names anyhow? It must be

one of the symptoms of being a mapaholic. Some people fill in spare minutes of a day by picking up a magazine and noting a recipe, or plans for
a plywood bunk bed. I pull out a well thumbed atlas, and wonder about,
‘’those far away places with strange sounding names.”
At times, names are the introduction to an interesting bit of history.
We camped that night in a pocket meadow, well off the trail, hidden in the
middle of a lava field. From my trail research I knew it was well worth the
effort seeking out Minnie Scott Spring. She had been the wife of a wagon
train captain who had led his party off of the Oregon Trail on a short-cut
through here to reach the Willamette Valley.
And, at other times, place names can bring back memories as familiar
as those of friends and family. At the top of Oppie Dildock Pass, I had my
first glimpse of Mt. Hood in the distance ahead. Like Mt. Rainier, this peak
had been inappropriately named for a British Naval Admiral.
Sir Samuel Hood was a contemporary of Nelson, and commander of
explorer George Vancouver, who had sent a party to ascend the Columbia
River in 1792, to name a landmark after him.
Interesting, but almost too far in the past to play a part in this story.
What made it important, to me, is that Mt. Hood is my mountain! I gave
half away to Bernice when we were married, but still consider it all mine.
I was born in it’s shadow. As a very bored schoolboy, I was tolerably happy when I could look through a classroom window, and imagine myself
climbing this snow capped beauty. As I grew up, it was my companion, my
mentor, my guide. I had friends I shared the mountain with that now are
remembered as a mappable geographic feature, as Joe Leuthold. On my
mothers side—the Swiss part of me— we too owned the mountain, lately
known in the national news as a “killer.” His naughty “erectness” was welcoming me home again...
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Journal Entries 20 u
Columbia River to Indian Heaven

If our trip could be thought of as a game where little plastic horsemen

advance from square to square by a spin of the wheel of fortune, just before Washington, advance to Cascade Crest Trail there is a bright colored
block on the board that reads “Columbia River: Truck horses across Bridge
of the Gods, loose 50 points.” It wasn’t that horses were not allowed on the
bridge. I had written ahead for permission to ride across. This was granted.
And, because no one could agree on what to charge—gross weight, number of hooves, or by the passengers—the toll was waived.
However, the bridge manager went on, no horse had ever negotiated the
span before. He wasn’t sure it was possible. Others held this same opinion.
A U.S. Forest Service Ranger and the Chief of Police of Stevenson drove
across in order to give us a “Washington Welcome.” They kindly offered to
arrange for a stock truck to haul our herd across.
We had come too far on our own 40 feet, to hitchhike this quarter of a
mile. I resisted this offer, and was just about “arrested.” Chief Miles Farris
argued awhile, then opened the door of his police cruiser and beckoned
for me to get in. He took me to the middle of the narrow, two lane, span,
and flipped on his flashing lights, which stopped traffic both ways, while I
climbed out onto the honeycombed steel that made up the deck. Looking
straight down through the holes, I could see whitecaps on the river, over
150 feet below.
I must admit, for a moment I was scared. The total scene was overpowering. The Columbia River Gorge, which I feel rivals the Grand Canyon in
depth, and surpasses it in beauty, is the only natural break, or near sea level
pass, in the mountain cordillera from Cabazon Pass in Southern California, clear up into British Columbia. Consequently, the east/west winds that
whistle through this shortcut through the mountains are noted for their
ferocity. A “light breeze” was blowing this day, strong enough to flap the
loose cloth of my shirt...
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Journal Entries 21 u
Mount Adams to White Pass

Unlike the sound of raindrops drumming against the panes of glass of

a French door overlooking a sparkling rose garden; unlike the dramatic
revitalization of a dusty desert soaking in life itself; rain in the Cascades is
not a pleasant experience.
True, it is necessary to prevent forest fires, or sometimes put them out,
and to nurture thirsty Douglas Fir saplings that grow to reclaim burnt over
forests. But, due to the pattern of warm and dry “Mediterranean” summers
in the Pacific Northwest, and a statistic of 50 to 100 inches of rainfall in the
average year, it is obvious that there are weeks and weeks of cloudy skies
and wet, drippy, weather, in the spring and fall.
Living in the rain is not at all as delightful as singing in same. Yellow
slickers, so cute and efficient when worn by grammar school tots splashing
their way for a block or so to catch a school bus, instead, become a cumbersome covering that merely prolong the agony of rivulets running down
one’s neck when it is necessary to depend on them for mile after mile in
the saddle.
On the trail, each overhanging bush and bough, laden with droplets,
instead of providing temporary shelter from the ever falling rain, become
an obstacle to avoid. Touch one accidentally with your shoulder and a dam
bursts. You notice a dank, organic smell, so different from a fragrant breeze
scented with the perfume of wildflowers.
Also, when dark skies close in and obliterate the beauty of the colors of
the forest and mountains, and panoramic views, it hardly seems fair that
the cities, what with stop-and-go lights reflecting in the sheen of mirrorlike asphalt streets, can be more visually exciting.
Our sunshine days came to an end just two days after leaving Mosquito
Lake. We had only covered 60 miles in the last two weeks. Now we could
look forward to “swimming” our way the last 400 to Canada...
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Journal Entries 22 u
White Pass to Snoqualmie Pass

I had a cowboy hat head lamp with an adjustable beam that operated

from a four battery pack fastened on my belt. I tried not to use it. The beam
could split the inky black night to pick up blazes on the trees, but who
knew how long the light would last? Also, one flash destroyed night vision
for many minutes. Especially our horses’, whose eyes are more adapted for
seeing in the dark than a humans. So, again we hung our reins up on saddle
horns and depended on Charlie Horse to make the right decisions. Our
only fear while riding along unable to see overhanging branches, was that
a limb might poke someone in the face, or an eye.
In three miles I turned the lamp on only three times. Once at a junction
where Charlie hesitated. Another when BJ dropped a piece of equipment.
And finally to check to see if Dark Meadow had grass, or if it was swamp.
It looked livable. We had done eighteen miles that day, plus picked up and
packed supplies enough to last over two weeks. What a difference from our
first days on the trail in California.
Even more gratifying was as soon as I said, “Here,” the family began to
hustle, together, blindfolded, as a well trained team. The girls brought in
the pack horses and held them while BJ and I off-loaded them in correct
order. Without a word of direction they would then unloosen the cinches
and tie the horses to a tree until the next parade when the string was led in
again for grooming, hobbles, and bells.
Bernice soon had a fire going, our gas lantern hissing, hot water bubbling for tea and to ‘cook’ an instant freeze dried dinner. As soon as BJ and
I had nosebags of barley on the horses, we laid out the camp, saddles in
position, our shovel where it belonged between kitchen and pantry panniers in their familiar square. Even the horses cooperated by bringing their
empty bags in for removal and storage. The girls, meanwhile had the tents
up, and sleeping and saddle bags arranged next to the pack sponges we
used in place of air mattresses. All of this was accomplished by feel, ...
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Journal Entries 24 u
We quit the Pacific Crest Trail

At Glacier Pass, the combination of exposed ridges 1,000 feet or more

above timberline, winds to 50 miles per hour, and snow drifts which had
built up from three to five feet high, proved just too much to overcome.
On the fourth day of October, only 45 miles from the Canadian Border, we
accepted the inevitable. We turned our backs to the storm and retreated off
of the mountain and the “official PCTNST”.
There is a price in life for everything. Good luck is purchased by bad;
one merely tries to accentuate the positive, eliminate the negative. Happiness is unknown without sorrow; success without failure.
As our dumb luck would have it, for this final camp along this long,
long trail, in a canyon of the Methow River we found a meadow of tall
grass swept clear by the wind. On the map it was called, “Horse Heaven.”
A fitting end for our search, I thought, as I went to bed that night with a
smile.
Barry Jr’s sleep wasn’t as pleasant. His stomach churned. Twice in the
darkness before dawn he lost control. To avoid an impossible mess he had
left his warm sleeping bag, unzipped his tent without a light, and crawled
out into the snow to vomit.
I didn’t find out that my son had been sick, until after breakfast. Sipping
endless cups of cold tea, he and Bernadette, proved that despite endless
tales on how far grandfather had to walk to school, etc., that the youth of
today can, when circumstances require, measure up to a challenge.
After asking how we were to head out of the mountains, he wanted to
see the Forest Service map of the Pasayten Wildness. It wasn’t that complete, and of a scale where details as trails were not very accurate.
However, he and Bernadette took a pencil, and together, as if playing
one of those games where you draw a path out of a maze, they worked out
a low altitude route north to the border, ending at a place called the Parson
Smith Tree? Sort of the Campo Customs House on steroids? It all...
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.... families were closer just a few years ago. They traveled over the passes and crossed the rivers into the woods, together.
We had arrived. It was October the 7th, 1970. We had ridden two thousand, five hundred miles. It had taken nine months in the saddle. So what?
It was unreal: anti-climactic, a letdown.
We took a few pictures of the monument measuring border miles from
the established end of the 49th parallel. Then turned, for a first time, to follow our tracks on the way home, and there was the Parson Smith Tree. Just
a half-rotted stump now, it was carved by Parson Smith as a testimony of a
love for life we lived ourselves. What a photographic opportunity to equal
the customs house at Campo.
This ‘monument’ meant so much more in a historical perspective than
the one which read “Canada” on one side, and “U.S.A.” or something as
that, on the other. I don’t have to open my diary to remember the old prospector’s words:
vv
I have roamed in foreign parts,
my boys and many lands have seen,
but America is my idol yet,
of all countries she is queen.
vv
We had ended our sojourn. We were now getting closer to finding the
object of our search. We had passed an old abandoned trapper’s cabin on
our dash to the border. On the return we stopped, tied up the horses, and
pushed our way through the young saplings that had overgrown the clearing, to explore.
Barry Jr. was the first to see it hanging on the front porch. He ran over,
pointed, and asked, “Dad. Look. What’s that?”
Just as excited, I was barely able to answer, “That, Son, is a Bucksaw!”
uu
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I am honored to write the first professional review of
Search For A Shadow. A disclaimer is required. Just because I attempt to teach college level creative writing to
young minds aspiring to be the next great American novelist, does not qualify me to critique a “words are pictures /
pictures are words” folio.
Or even commenting on a non-fiction tome that requires an unshakable level of truth as “Magazine Man
Murray” knows well from his journalism training that
took him as a freelance writer/photographer from
Sunday “roto” newspaper inserts to being nationally, and
international recognized photojournalist for accurately
reporting what he had experienced.
The art form medium of a book review also demands
an honesty in favor of the reader’s needs. It is not about
dollars expended to purchase reading rights. The most
important criteria — is not to waste the delicious, and
priceless moments, of readers curling up on a winter’s eve
in front of a crackling fire.
Perhaps, with this book of choice; the saga of a young
family surviving the snows of a difficult journey, doing the
impossible of recreating what is truly an 1800s exploration
of the Old West via pack train; freelance funded by 1900s
style on film recordation; to be digitally printed in a 2000s.
So, here is my recommendation written top right on the
manuscript with an
old fashioned editor’s pencil
—on one end
red, and the other blue— to
scribble “Please
do not change a single word!”
Barry Cerf
Comparitive Literature

The other
placeholder for the
inside back dust
cover, which if you
understand ‘recto’
and ‘verso’ in book
design, actually
needs to be flipflopped.
What is also needed
is a placeholder for
the bar code, and a
spine design exactly
1.621 inches wide.
Fair warning:
Do not take any of
these publishing
formatting concerns
too seriously — just
because I pump
printer’s ink and
driers through my
veins— as really
this story might be
best told huddled
around a virtual
campfire.
If your are an
accredited reviewer,
and this sampler
was sent to you,
Contact Barry
Murray to request a
full length password
protected PDF be
sent to your e-mail
address.

Environmental portrait by Grandson Ryan Bevans, a New York fashion and magazine photographer

Ask adventurer Barry Murray where the Shangri-la of his lifetime may lay, his

simple reply will be to point to a horizon of high enchantment that is the cordillera
of North American mountains stretching from Panama to Alaska.
In particular his “one brief, shining moment known as Camelot” comes from
seventy-seven years of not wanting to waste a single second of life, is chronicled in
Search For A Shadow. A story which LIFE (and Holiday Magazines) showcased in
special editions as “an endless summer” of what really was a ‘family vacation’.
Murray’s almost stereotypical “incompletely educated” talent with an unorthodox language genius level style — as adventuring authors Mark Twain, Jack
London, Louis L’amour, Earnest Hemingway, Oregon’s Ernest James Haycox, and
John Steinbeck — whose Travels with Charley (a poodle) also seems to be defined
today as yet another Asperger’s attempt at explaining sojournning in a book.
Murray’s ‘Travels with Charley Horse’ (a rescue range mustang) stands a good
chance of becoming a ‘horseback historian’ classic, along with Will James’s Smokey,
and Big Enough. And packer Joe Back’s Horses Hitches and Rocky Trails.
Murray’s other mentor; the photographer Native Americans called the Shadow
Catcher. Edward Curtis’s concept of almost too expensive to print folios of photographic plates was picked up by ShadowCatcher Press releasing Search For A
Shadow as a way to build a respectful reputation as an Information Age publishing
house by surviving the digital overthrow of 500 years of ink on paper tradition.

